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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has imb ed he h a e
cial di a ci g and h ical
di a ci g i h e mea i g. However, researchers have long been aware that in both
face-to-face interactions and in computer-mediated communication, individuals are
i fl e ced b c llab a
a ial
imi (K a , F
ell, B e a & Siegel, 2002;
Peña, Walther & Hancock, 2007). Decades ago, Cairncross (1997) proposed that
media ed c mm ica i
ld be he dea h f di a ce, allowing collaboration to
occur independently of spatial proximity. However, most social media connections are
still with people who are physically nearby (Bailey, Cao, Kuchler, Stroebel & Wong,
2018). Social media connections often arise from pre-existing relationships (whether
recent or historical), but can also begin virtually. As interactions with others arising
initially through social media become more common, we ask, how do virtual interactions
with a person who is far away affect other perceptions about the world? In this paper,
we use two types of computer-mediated communication (text and virtual reality) to
investigate how physical distance and social closeness may interact with proximity to
affect perceptions of distant locations, following Won, Shriram and Tamir (2017).
While distance remains a salient cue, communicating through media can change
perceptions of others, including perceived social closeness (Andrade, 2014).
Pe ce i
f cial cl e e ca he i
cha ge e le
e ce i
f a ial
proximity. In a three-study paper, Won et al. (2017) demonstrated an effect of social
closeness on distance perception, such that participants texting with conversational
partners whom they believed to be located in a distant city estimated smaller distances
to that city the more social closeness they reported. The authors initially explained this
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effect with construal theory, but in their discussion proposed an alternative theory
motivated perception. These different theories have different implications for how
mediated social connections affect perceptions of the larger world.
Construal theory suggests that psychological distance is conflated across a number of
dimensions (Trope & Liberman, 2010). When people feel socially close to their
conversational partners, they might extend this association to other kinds of distance,
for example, underestimating the physical distance to the location of their
conversational partner. However, motivated perception could also explain this effect.
The more of an approach orientation a person has towards their conversational partner,
the closer they may estimate them to be (Balcetis, 2016). One way to better understand
why this phenomenon occurs is to examine what happens when two people converse
who are co-located. If people are simply underestimating distances to locations
associated with their conversational partner, then distances to the discussed locations
should decrease regardless of where the conversational partners are located. But, if
people are mentally shrinking the distance between themselves and their conversational
partners, then this effect should not appear when the two people are already in the
same location; but only when they are separated.
Thus, we hypothesized that the effect of social distance on the estimated spatial
distance to the target city will depend on the presumed location of the conversational
partner. We also investigated whether manipulating social presence by using a rich
medium such as virtual reality versus texting would change the relationship between
social distance, conversational partner location, and estimated physical distance
participants.
Methods
To address these questions, we conducted a between-subjects experiment. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of four conditions, crossing two factors. The factor of
Location depended on whether the participant believed their conversational partner was
located i a adjace
m ( Nea c di i ) or in another state ( Fa c di i ). The
factor of Medium depended on whether participants were communicating using textba ed cha ( Te )
ea i g head e , h ldi g ha d c rollers, and interacting as
avatars in an immersive virtual eali e i me ( VR ).
Eighty-three participants signed informed consent and were told by the researcher that
they would be chatting with another student, either in virtual reality or by text.
Depending on the assigned condition, the researcher either described the other student
as enrolled at a collaborating university in Twin Falls, Idaho and connecting remotely
(Far condition), or enrolled in summer school at the same university and seated in the
lab room next door (Near condition). In fact, all participants spoke with a research
assistant confederate, who was located either next door, or in another part of the
building. Participants in the VR conditions conversed using a networked virtual reality
platform which allowed users to interact using avatars whose movements followed the
acked m eme
f he e head a d ha d . Participants in the Text conditions
used Google Hangout (hangouts.google.com) to communicate. RACs in the near
condition described Twin Falls as their home town. RACs in the far condition described

Twin Falls similarly, and mentioned that was the city they were currently located in. After
the interaction, participants filled out a survey rating their sense of social closeness with
their conversational partner, as well as their distance estimates to the cities discussed.
Results and Conclusion
Our hypothesis was supported: the effect of social closeness on the estimated distance
to the target city depended on whether conversational partners are co-located or far
away. We found a statistically significant interaction between social distance and the
location of the conversational partner (p < .004). S cial cl e e
i h a fa
conversational partner who was located in the target city discussed correlated
negatively with estimated distances to the target city. When partners were co-located,
the correlation was positive the more social closeness participants reported with colocated partners, the larger distance they estimated to the target city.
This partially supports the explanation of motivated perception participants who liked
their conversational partner wished they were closer. However, the increased distance
estimated by participants who were in the same location as their conversational partner
remains to be explained. Are participants less motivated to engage with the wider world
when their social needs are met?
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